Decking oil

Product information

For wood decking, fences, garden furniture and pergolas
Characteristics
Floorservice Decking oil is quick and easy to use and penetrates deep into the wood. The natural
oils maintain the health of the wood and prevent dehydration. It can also be used to freshen
wood that has already been oiled. Sanding of previously oiled wood is not necessary. Odourless.
Resistant to saliva and sweat in accordance with DIN EN 71, part 3.
Applications
Floorservice Decking oil is a high quality treatment for all kind of outdoor wood, such as wood
deckings, play equipment, fences, stairs, garden furniture etc. Also ideally suited to exotic wood
varieties such as Bangkirai.
Contains
castor oil, linseed oil, wood oil, modified natural resin-ester, iso-paraffin, mineral pigments,
cobalt, zirconium and zinc as drying components.
Technical data
Processing temperature: above 10º C.
Drying time: 6 – 8 hours (at 65% relative humidity and 20ºC).
Usage: 1 litre = about 15 - 25 m2.
Cleaning tools: with e.g. turpentine.
Storage: cool and dry.
Warning: put clothes drenched with Teak-and garden furniture oil in water (danger of
spontaneous combustion!). Afterwards they can be disposed off with normal garbage.
EU-limit for this product (cat. A/e): 400 g/l (2010). This product containes max. 390 g/l VOC.
Packing: 1 litre and 2,5 litre
Instructions for use
Stir well before use.
The Floorservice Decking oil is ready to use. The surface to be treated must be dry, fixed,
clean, free of grease and dust and absorbent. Old varnish and paint layers must be removed
completely. Pretreat faded wood with Floorservice De-greyer or sand down to the healthy
wood. Apply Floorservice Decking oil evenly with a brush or roller. Remove excess oil with a
cloth.
Above product information and recommendations are given in good faith and based
on practical tests following long term research and development. We cannot assume
responsibility for any work as the ultimate results depend on factors beyond our direct control.
In cases of doubt always test the product in advance.
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